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radiation of the analyzed object during its interaction with a spatial filter. Both spatial and spectral characteristics of 
the object are used as informative parameters in the dispersive correlator. 
Since the principle of operation of such correlator based on the phenomenon of light dispersion, hence 
modulators performing phase modulation of light cannot be used as hologram displaying devices for objects 
recognition in dispersive correlators. Micromirror light modulator (DMD-modulator) [Hornbeck, Nelson (1988)] is a 
matrix of pixels, each of which consists of micromirror, fortified on a rotating system of complex design and 
memory cell for micromirror tilt control. The operation principle of DMD-modulator is forming an image by 
sequentially switching micromirrors, so there is only the amplitude modulation of the radiation. DMD-modulators 
have a high modulation of radiation efficiency and can be used to display images of good quality. 
Static holographic filters both recorded by the interference of the object and the reference light beams [Bykovsky, 
et al. (1999, Proc.SPIE)] and synthesized and printed on transparency films amplitude Fourier hologram [Rodin, 
Starikov (2012), Rodin (2015)] were used earlier in dispersive correlators. In this paper we consider the possibility 
of using DMD-modulator as a device for dynamic displaying of holographic filters in the scheme of dispersive 
correlator. 
2. The application of DMD-modulators in information optics 
Digital micromirror device (DMD) is a basic element in the DLP technology, which was developed by Texas 
Instruments for use in video projectors [Hornbeck, Nelson (1988)]. Micromirrors reflect the incident radiation in 
two directions at angles +10° and -10°, one of the directions corresponds to a white pixel, the other – a black pixel. 
The main advantages of this technology are high quality images at a maximum resolution of 1920x1080 (available 
on the retail market), the small size of the pixel matrix (about 10 μm), high speed (response time - 16 ms), and 
others. 
Because of these qualities, DMD-modulators have been used successfully to reconstruct digital holograms, to 
reconstruct synthesized holograms in holographic interferometry [Kreis, et al. (2001)]; such modulators are 
perspective for the development of holographic 3D-displays [Huebschman, et al. (2003), Munjuluri, et al. (2005), 
Takaki, Okada (2009), Takaki, Yokouchi (2011)]; they can be used in holographic printers [Nesbitt, et al. (1999)]. 
Also, one can accurately form the profile of the light beam using the DMD-modulator [Becker, et al. (2010)]; they 
can be used to form wavelets of an image [Dai, et al. (2014)], and others. 
Advantages of DMD-modulators also make them attractive for use in optical pattern recognition. The first 
investigations of possibility to use DMD-modulator in optical correlators are published in the late eighties of XX 
century [Florence, Gale (1988), Hudson, et al. (1989)]. The scheme of an optical correlator [Chao, Lu (2009)] uses 
two DMD-modulators – one for image input, the other – to display the Fourier holograms. The halftone holograms 
were synthesized and displayed on DMD-modulator [Chao, Lu, et al. (2014)], but the reconstructed images with 
such holograms have fairly low quality. This effect can be explained by the fact that the DMD-modulator cannot 
"instantaneously" form pixels with intermediate amplitude values of the light wave. Halftone effect is achieved by 
averaging in the time of frame of the intensity distributions formed by a sequence of binary images [Doherty, et al. 
(1998)]. It is worth noting that in all studies only coherent laser radiation was used for holograms reconstruction. 
3. Experiments on holograms displaying using DMD-modulator 
In this paper we propose a scheme of dispersive correlator using DMD-modulator to display of holographic 
filters (fig. 1). The scheme of dispersive correlator with single objective was used as a basic scheme 
[Molodtsov, et al. (2014)]. Radiation from the input object passes through the objective to the DMD-modulator, the 
reflected radiation from the modulator generates diffraction orders. Correlation signal of the spatial and spectral 
parameters of the input and the reference objects is located in the first diffraction order. 
The DLP projector SIM2 RPA250 with resolution 1024x768 was used as the DMD-modulator in experiments. 
The optical systems of light and image forming, and also a lamp and the rotating color wheel were removed from 
the projector. The chip lighting unit used in this projector includes a rotating mirror, a condenser lens and a prism 
beam splitter. The condenser lens is glued to the prism, so it was decided to use it as a Fourier transforming lens. 
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change of the scheme of the DMD-modulator illumination or the DMD-matrix in the subsequent experiments is 
required.  
The photos showing deterioration of reconstructed images quality when using non-binary holograms are given in 
fig. 4. The photo of impulse response of the binary hologram is shown in fig. 4a, the photo of a impulse response of 
the hologram with 256 gradation of brightness – in the fig. 4b. As expected, attempt of outputting of the gray-scale 
hologram on the DMD-modulator leads to deterioration of quality of reconstructed images. In this case there are 
considerable noises throughout the field of diffraction orders formation. 
Also, one can see in the both photos that the reconstructed images in each of the first diffraction orders have 
different brightness. Presumably, this may be the result of the micromirror tilt in the "ON" position relative to the 
plane of the DMD-modulator (like blazed grating pattern), which causes the redistribution of radiation intensity 
between the diffraction orders. 
a 
b 
Fig. 3. Images reconstructed from the hologram at different apertures of a condenser lens: a) small aperture; b) full aperture 
a 
 
b 
Fig. 4. The reconstructed images from outputted holograms with different quantities of signal values: a) 2 signal values; b) 256 signal values 
2 signal values 
256 signal values 
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4. Conclusion 
Binary Fourier-holograms were displayed on DMD-modulator. The results of binary Fourier-holograms 
reconstruction are consistent with numerical simulations. This confirms the possibility of the DMD-modulator using 
for outputting the synthesized binary holographic filters in dispersive correlators. However the optical quality of 
used in projector elements or flatness of the DMD matrix can be unsatisfactory for hologram reconstruction. Thus 
one should control the quality of specific DMD-modulator before using it in correlator scheme. 
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